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H ear that starting gun
popping off? It’s Memorial
Day Friday, the moment
American summer
communities turn from

monochrome to Technicolor. While the
99 per cent dip their toes into still-
chilly azure waters, and brush blood-
coloured sauce on ribs over the BBQ,
the 1 per cent herald the season in their
own manner that is, as with everything
that defines them, mindbogglingly
peculiar. It is the season, starting today,
for the wealthy to show off their
priciest wares.

For years, I’ve written about and
studied rich people. With the rising
temperatures, I’ve observed that the
antics of the wealthy become
increasingly turbocharged. At a
candlelit dinner I attended in the
colder month of March, two bankers
sparred over whose contractor was
building the better wine cellar and
outdoor kitchen in their oceanfront
estates in Martha’s Vineyard. This
Saturday, they will finally be able to
swagger over to the Margaux they
wrangled at the Sotheby’s fine and rare
wine auction.

Eric Ripert, chef of New York’s top-
ranked restaurant Le Bernardin,
knows all about men who become a
little too excited about their
summertime toys. “Men chew my ears
for hours on how they grill and I say,
‘It’s OK, give it up.’ But, for them it’s the
great celebration.”

Park Avenue women who rarely
touch pavement and are ferried by
drivers from Bergdorf’s to the
outstretched arms of doormen now —
amazingly enough — drive themselves
on summer weekends.

Last year, one woman I see at
SoulCycle in the Hamptons received a
gleaming clementine orange
convertible vintage Porsche Targa for
Easter, the keys hidden in a basket of
eggs (what fun!). As she showed it off, I
noted it matched the exact orange of
her Hermès Garden tote on the seat.

Remember, in crowded Manhattan,
it’s not easy to display in physical terms

the 4x gains on that stock you pumped
and dumped. These people never drive
their own cars around the city, which
means that they have had to wait for a
holiday weekend to finally speed away
in the new BMW M5 Hurricane.

Off in the distance, a distinct roar is
also heard at “charming” little airports
from Napa Valley to Nantucket, as
pilots deploy the thrust reversers on
spanking new G-4s. Around cocktail
parties and galas, I’ve noticed this year
the chattering class shifting their
private plane lingo.

Mothers at school drop-off used to
fish for information about each other’s
wealth by discussing travel plans. I
remember one woman mentioning her
imminent weekend trip to Maine: “It’s
wheels up at 3pm.” We all rolled our

eyes, because we knew what she
wanted us to know: “I use the NetJets
pilot’s vocab to denote we are lifting off
at 3pm on a $30,000 round trip private
plane instead of, God forbid, a $600
commercial ticket from JFK.”

Of course, there’s another level up.
As one player offered when I asked
when he was leaving Palm Beach: “I’m
not sure exactly — we’re going to play it
by ear.” Playing it by ear conveys
ownership of the whole damn plane.

Commercial jets certainly won’t wait
for you. Likewise, NetJets jaunts for a
single leg of travel don’t allow wriggle
room on departure times; exorbitant
fees are incurred with each late
minute. The NetJets plane must pick
up someone else someplace else
afterwards, which sounds like a
cattle-stuffed 18-wheeler to those who
now own.

When I went ahead and asked the
guy in Palm Beach, “All right, what

flying toy did you buy?” he gladly told
me, a Cessna Citation X, and couldn’t
help but add: “With my wife’s initials
as part of the official tail number.”

Planting a peg firmly on any
competitive totem pole is human
nature. Dropping into conversation
“It’s wheels up at 3pm”, or opening
that Margaux 1959, is the same innate
impulse any teenage boy has in
lacing up his cooler new Nikes.

Still, since Donald Trump’s
ascendancy I have noticed a rise in the
brazenness of the gloating. In the wake
of the 2008 crash, women insisted
Bergdorf’s carry plain brown shopping
bags for discretion. For years
afterwards, people tended to entertain
with less sparkly Buccellati jewels and
dress with less flashy Dolce.

The social ethos seems to be
changing. The reason? Entitlement
increases in direct proportion to the
rise of an income, and under Trump so
far, it’s boom time.

Yes, at those charming little airports,
plutocrats feel their planes are earned.
I promise you: that’s the demented
way people who have enough cash to
spend $9m on a “copter” or $60m on a
plane see it.

Most people who now fly private
didn’t inherit wealth; they worked
“hard” for it at hedge funds and
venture capital firms. Good old
American sweat equity, right? The
super-rich believe they somehow
deserve the travel toys that allow them
to change plans as they decide to have
another glass of Domaines Ott rosé.
After all, the landscaper charged a
small country’s GDP for it.

Entitlement is never something to be
emulated. Yet, playing it by ear at the
last minute on a glorious warm Sunday
may be the only lesson one should
learn from the rich. It’s Memorial Day
weekend, after all.

Holly Peterson is a journalist
and author of ‘It’s Hot in the
Hamptons — A Novel’ (William Morrow)
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I n 2017, I spent a grand total of
four evenings in on my own. A few
of the other 361 were professional
engagements, but the rest were
genuinely social. Naturally, I put

this down to the gravitational pull of
my charisma, as inescapable as any
black hole’s event horizon, but a
neutral witness might also credit a
certain amount of dumb luck. I lived
in a big city. I had a job that put me
in touch with like-minded people
as a matter of course. I was not
housebound by old age or the burdens
of child-rearing.

Either way, I am at one extreme
of society’s monstrously uneven
distribution of, well, society. I have
known enough people near the other
end to have some sense of their plight.
It is not just that loneliness is
distressing in and of itself. It can also
lead to other misfortunes. The worst
marriages I know of were entered into
by people who had tired of — who
feared — being alone. Whether the
evidence really stands up the idea of a
“loneliness epidemic” is unclear. But
people who brave the subject, such as
Gail Honeyman in her novel Eleanor
Oliphant is Completely Fine, find a
ravenous audience.

It is not out of callousness, then, that
I say this: the opposite of loneliness —
for which the English language has no
satisfying noun — has its curses too. It
is possible to have too much company.

This has nothing to do with “role
strain”, another pathologisation of
normal life. It is true that a group of
friends will tend to have its discrete
portfolios: organiser, banter merchant,
romantic counsel, the Successful One.

And we often rotate between these
roles in different social circles. But the
level of “acting” required is not all that
stressful: otherwise, it would be a
stretch to describe these as friendships
in the first place.

No, what companionship really
compromises is work. Being alone
and feeling lonely are not the same
thing, but each can be a spur to high
achievement.

It is almost impossible to excel in
many fields without prolonged
seclusion. Looking at my bookshelves
as I write this, it is striking how many
American greats opted out of the social

swim. Think of Philip Roth in the
Connecticut woods, Cormac McCarthy
near the New Mexico scrub, Don
DeLillo with his forbidding business
card, which read “I don’t want to talk
about it”. As for Thomas Pynchon, few
known photographs even exist of him.
No wonder these writers eclipsed the
Brits who made so merry with each
other. The Americans emulated
Montaigne, who literally lived in an
ivory (all right, stone) tower.

Writing is solitary by definition.
But the same pattern obtains in other
lines of work, for the plain reason
that inspiration is not always and
everywhere “collaborative”. It takes
place in concentrated isolation too,

as do other things that drive success,
such as strategic planning and rest.
Even that most social of jobs, sports-
coaching, is often a hermit’s pursuit.
After several centuries in charge of
Arsenal, Arsène Wenger said he knew
nowhere in London other than the
stadium, the training complex and his
house. What was once almost a boast
took on, in the last years, an air of
remorse at sacrifices made.

The old feminist quandary — can
you have it all? — applies, in an
adapted sense, to men and women
alike. Is it possible to have a maximal
social life and the career of your
dreams? The question is not idle. One
day, I will have to decide whether to
make the most of what thimble-full of
talent I have, which will necessitate a
social retreat, or keep answering the
call of cities at night.

It is not just the fact of solitude that
can bring on success. It is the actual
feeling of loneliness. So many high
achievers seem animated by a desire
to escape a wallflower tag from youth,
or even, dare we say, to avenge it. Of all
the top-tier politicians I have met,
only David Cameron seemed entirely
free of this insecurity. In finance, this
quest for social status through other
means is almost as common. Social
status is not quite the same as
companionship, granted, but it can be
a bewitching substitute.

For those stricken with the curse of
company, there is no competing against
these people. If you fit nicely into the
world, after all, why conquer it?
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Many high achievers seem
animated by a desire to
escape a wallflower tag —
or even to avenge it

Positioned nonchalantly on the
charred ground of a scrubland
clearing, the four teenagers above
are the latest subjects in a long-
romanticised tradition of youth
portraiture. Its motifs are all here in
“The Cracker”, Laura Pannack’s
documentary exhibition: smoking,
sportswear, bicycles — understated
signals of life’s carefree periods.

Tipton, a former industrial town in
England’s West Midlands, is
Pannack’s chosen arena. As she
returned to the same area over

several years, the London-based
photographer’s understanding of its
young people deepened, as did her
knowledge of “the cracker”, the name
given to a patch of wasteland where
summers are spent riding horses and
quad bikes. The images are part of
Blast!, a local festival that aims to
engage the community through
photography and events.

Ravi Ghosh

Blast!Festivalruns in Sandwell from May
24 to June 29; blastphotofestival.com
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‘Fern, Callum, Ash
and Sophie — The
Cracker’ (2019)
by Laura Pannack

Chess solution 2316 1 . . . h5+! 2 Kxh5 Ra8? 3 Kg3 Rh8 (Ne5+? 4 Kxf4) g3 avoids mate although White loses his h3 bishop. Instead
2 . . . Ne5! 3 Rxb2 Ra8! forces mate.
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Entitlement increases in
direct proportion to the
rise in income, and under
Trump, it’s boom time

For the jet set, nothing
beats playing it by ear
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The FT Weekend Festival returns on
September 7 in the grounds of
London’s Kenwood House. It will
unfold in eight tents addressing
everything from the march of robots

to the perfect wine. Speakers include
Jancis Robinson, Robert Harris, Prue
Leith, Simon Schama, Jeanette
Winterson and Edmund de Waal. For
tickets, go to: ftweekendfestival.com
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